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into the water, exercising them in it for a minute or two,
to revive them and to give them greater suppleness.   He had
often to travel with his own spirit-lamp and basin, as in
many of the smaller towns one could not get hot water in the
artists' room.   While he was drying his fingers, the bell
rang again.   A voice said :   " Mr. Padrousky, it's time."
A little door in front of him was pushed open.   It seemed
madness to go on to the platform in such a state.   He did
not think he could walk, yet his legs carried him on.   There
was even the slight swing in his body and that springing
feeling which walking across the platform always gave him.
Suddenly he saw the crowd, hundreds of faces.     He had
loathed everybody's face all through the long day, but now
he liked them ; they made him feel awake.   The crowd
was almost as much an instrument as the piano, as the wood
and the metal of which it was made.   He now realized that
it was not the crowd that terrified him, but something
unspeakable, a demon within him, a demon that seemed
everywhere, even in the friendly crowd, in the black piano,
in the music of Gouperin and Schumann and the other
composers whom he had to play.   The crowd below the
platform had real faces and real ears with which to hear,
and he would make them listen to his music.   He had
almost reached the piano and a smile came into his face.
Had he not trained himself by hard work never to betray
what was going on inside him ?   The audience began to
applaud.   The frozen sensation suddenly started to thaw
before a wave of pleasant warmth.   Thank God they had
applauded, otherwise he would have hardly been able to
face them.   At last his hands felt the resistance of the cool
ivory.   They fell on the keyboard, as though to revenge
themselves for all the terror of the last twelve hours, a terror
that must be drowned finally in the shattering chords with
which he took possession of the black Steinway.   Each new
chord gave him a feeling of freedom and strength.   The
spell was broken.
The audience did not grasp the meaning of those deafen-

